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Abstract: To achieve the Paris Agreement’s long-term temperature goal, current energy systems must be
transformed. Australia represents an interesting case for energy system transformation modeling: with a
power system dominated by fossil fuels and, specifically, with a heavy coal component, there is at the same
time a vast potential for expansion and use of renewables. We used the multi-sectoral Australian Energy
Modeling System (AUSeMOSYS) to perform an integrated analysis of implications for the electricity,
transport, and selected industry sectors to the mid-century. The state-level resolution allows representation
of regional discrepancies in renewable supply and the quantification of inter-regional grid extensions
necessary for the physical integration of variable renewables. We investigated the impacts of different
CO2 budgets and selected key factors on energy system transformation. Results indicate that coal-fired
generation has to be phased out completely by 2030 and a fully renewable electricity supply achieved
in the 2030s according to the cost-optimal pathway implied by the 1.5 ◦C Paris Agreement-compatible
carbon budget. Wind and solar PV can play a dominant role in decarbonizing Australia’s energy system
with continuous growth of demand due to the strong electrification of linked energy sectors.
Keywords: energy system modeling; decarbonization; sector-coupling; variable renewable energies;
Australia; Paris Agreement
1. Introduction
The commitment by the world community to meet the Paris Agreement’s (PA) [1] long-term
temperature goal (LTTG) of 1.5 ◦C has led to an increasing awareness of the urgency for extensive energy
system transformation to achieve rapid and dramatic reduction of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
Rising penetration of renewable energy sources across increasingly coupled and electrified energy sectors
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plays a crucial role in the global response to the threat of climate change [2]. However, integration of
variable renewable energy sources (VRES) raises the concerns of a flexibility gap in the system to ensure
the security of supply with increasing shares of VRES. Sector coupling is thus emerging as a crucial topic
to eliminate emissions from distributed sources, such as in the transport sector, while also increasing the
flexibility of end-use sectors and thereby raising the system’s capability to integrate high shares of VRES
across all energy sectors [3].
Australia represents an interesting case for energy system transformation analysis. While it currently
has a power system dominated by fossil fuels and, specifically, coal, the country is also endowed with
a vast potential for expansion and use of renewable energy. Geographically, the country is divided
into seven states and territories (New South Wales (NSW), Queensland (QLD), South Australia (SA),
Tasmania (TAS), Vitoria (VIC), Western Australia (WA), and Northern Territory (NT), two of which (WA and
NT) have power systems isolated from the rest of the country’s which is interconnected through the
National Electricity Market (NEM). Regions currently have widely differing characteristic energy mixes and
resources, ranging from high reliance on brown coal (VIC), black coal (NSW, QLD) and natural gas (WA,
NT) to states that have already moved toward renewable energy-dominant systems (SA, TAS). Renewable
power systems across Australia are experiencing rapid growth, particularly in solar photovoltaics and to a
lesser extent with wind power and battery storage.
Several studies have focused specifically on the modeling and scenario analysis of the Australian
energy system and assessing its CO2 emissions footprint by applying heterogenous methodologies.
The studies incorporate different regional scopes, taking into account Australia as one aggregated region
or looking into the sub-national level. For instance, the study in Reference [4] investigates how Australia’s
energy portfolio contributes to CO2 emissions and environmental degradation through modern econometric
methods and applying empirical analysis. Reference [5] adopted a system dynamic approach to construct
an integrated model for analyzing the behavior of the Australian energy sector. However, the methodology
is limited in its ability to simulate the dynamics of sectoral transformation pathways over time. The applied
methodology also cannot be used to investigate the implications of cross-regional power transmission as a
cost-effective measure for the integration of VRES.
References [6–8] project long-term development pathways for the energy system of Australia using
the Australian TIMES model for national energy technology uptake. References [6,7] further combine the
quantitative analyses with the Victoria University Regional Model (VURM) for national energy demand
projections and the Global and Local Learning Model (GALLM) for technology learning at the global scale.
In Reference [6], the greatest emissions reduction comes from electricity and transport sectors in 2050
under the scenarios analyzed. Reference [7] presents three scenarios of Slow Decline, Thriving Australia,
and Green and Growth for the energy system transformation of Australia based on the ambition level of
decarbonization goals and global cooperation to achieve them. Reference [8] presents decarbonization
scenarios for various energy sectors and sub-sectors of Australia using a cost-optimization approach.
While the scenarios in Reference [6] rely on the application of carbon capture and storage (CCS) in
combination with dispatchable gas-based generation to decarbonize the electricity sector, the scenarios in
References [7,8] depend heavily on carbon sequestration from carbon forestry to achieve overall net zero
emissions. In reality, carbon forestry provides only a short-term fix for emissions abatement and may not
be a reliable option in the context of Australia where the forests are vulnerable to heatwaves, droughts,
and bushfires—many of which are being made worse due to the fact of climate change [8].
In Reference [9], a discrete numerical computational approach was used to model the CO2 emissions
from Australia’s electricity sector, transitioning from the fossil fuel-based system of today towards
a renewable-based supply. The study investigated ambitious renewable scenarios, considering a
transformation to predominantly renewable electricity, where in some cases up to 98% of electricity
is to be generated by renewable sources by no later than 2030. Reference [10] also focuses on the role of
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electrical energy storage to enable the renewable energy transition in Australia. Reference [11] combines
retrospective and exploratory scenarios using the Long Range Energy Alternatives Planning (LEAP)
system and its integrated Open Source Energy Modelling System (OSeMOSYS) to explore the least-cost
electricity generation expansion options for Australia. The study identifies carbon tax policies as being
more cost-effective as compared to emission reduction policies. However, the study lacks sensitivity
tests with different projections of fuel prices and costs of energy technologies. The modelling exercises
conducted in References [9–11] do not consider the role of the sector-coupling options in adding system
flexibility to reduce the need for electricity storage and to reduce the overall GHG emissions from the
energy system.
Reference [12] investigated the transition of the Australian energy system towards a renewable-based
supply until 2050, applying a bottom-up integrated energy balance simulation-based model with various
parameters and future projections specified exogenously as input, including the market share of each
technology with respect to total heat or electricity production. Therefore, the applied methodology is not
capable of providing insights on cost-optimal endogenously dynamic sectoral transformation pathways.
Furthermore, the aggregated representation of the Australian energy system does not allow analyzing
the regional implications as well as required extension of the transmission grid for highly renewable
scenarios. The low-carbon transformation of the Australian National Electricity Market (NEM) alone has
also been investigated [13–18]. Reference [13] presents an hourly energy balance of the Australian NEM
interconnected electricity market in a 100% renewable energy scenario, while Reference [14] performed a
simulation of low-carbon electricity supply for Australia by applying a spatial optimization process for
identifying suitable generator locations. Reference [15] identifies integration of large quantities of wind as
the single most important factor towards cost-optimal solution for the 100% renewable energy portfolios in
the NEM. While this study focused only on existing economically operating technologies, the implications
of technology and cost breakthroughs for novel storage and renewable generation technologies are out
of the scope of the study that could substantially affect the assessment of energy system transformation.
References [16–18] applied least-cost modeling to determine the cost-optimal combination of generation
and storage investments to satisfy the given exogenous electricity demand of the NEM interconnected
supply area over a time horizon until 2040 or 2050. References [19–21] simulated partial and full renewable
supply scenarios for the South West Interconnected System (SWIS). The latter studies concluded that a
battery-based system operating at almost 100% renewable energy would be no more expensive than a
conventional fossil system. Reference [22] provides an overview of various scenario analyses of power
system transformations of Australia (excluding the Northern Territory) to 2050 and its implications.
The roadmap scenario in this study achieved net zero emissions by 2050; this is consolidated by the
orchestration of distributed energy resources. The regional scope of these studies, focusing on a subset of
states and territories, limits the insights that could be obtained by a full Australian energy system model
with a detailed regional resolution, covering all states and territories.
The potential of regional interconnection between Australia and other South East Asian countries in
the region have been explored in References [23–25]. Reference [23] investigated the role of a submarine
high-voltage direct-current (HVDC) link connecting Indonesia’s Java–Bali power grid to the NEM grid
through the Northern Territory. The study concluded that despite the expensiveness of long HVDC lines,
it offers a cost-effective measure to meet Indonesia’s growing electricity demand by utilizing Australia’s
abundant renewable energy sources. This further allows to benefit from the smoothening effects of the
output power through the distribution of VRES across a large interconnected area. Reference [24] depicts
a cost-optimal 100% renewable energy-based system for Southeast Asia and the Pacific Rim region for
the year 2030 on an hourly resolution. Although the study concludes that an optimal electricity mix in
Australia would be dominated by photovoltaic (PV) power closely followed by wind, it does not provide a
state-wise resolution of electricity mix for the country, and it also does not take into account the potential
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additional electricity demand from the uptake of electric vehicles in the future. Furthermore, the study
provides only the medium-term projections of electricity mix until 2030 without investigating the sector
through the long-term horizon.
Most of the studies reviewed provide decarbonization pathways either for the NEM region or the
SWIS in Australia. Some studies model the energy system for Australia in an aggregate level. Other studies
offer renewable energy roadmaps with regional interconnection between energy systems of Australia and
South East Asian countries. However, those studies do not incorporate a detailed state-wise resolution
model of the Australian energy system in an integrated manner. Thus, the regional implications of
the low carbon transformation pathways for different Australian states is missing in the former studies.
Furthermore, linkages between previously independent energy sectors will become increasingly important
in the near future. Besides cross-border integration, cross-sectoral integration (i.e., linking the power
and transportation as well as industry sectors through direct use of renewable electricity or indirect
electrification through use of renewably produced hydrogen and synthetic fuels) is a crucial and ongoing
research topic [3].
To bridge the gaps, we propose a multi-sectoral, multi-regional approach for modeling the Australia’s
energy system. We analyzed various potential decarbonization pathways of Australia’s energy system,
detaching from a fossil fuel-based system of today towards a carbon-neutral energy system. Applying an
integrated energy system modeling approach enables us to analyze the implications for different energy
sectors beyond the power sector only. To our knowledge at present this is the first time a model has been
implemented to provide cost-optimal technology mix solutions for Australia with state-level resolution
and a detailed representation of different flexibility options such as regional interconnection and coupling
between sectors like cement, steel, electricity, and transport at the same time. We have developed the
multi-sectoral Australian Energy Modeling System (AUSeMOSYS) based on the open-source energy
modeling system (OSeMOSYS) framework [26]. We applied AUSeMOSYS to investigate cost-optimal
transformation pathways towards a zero-carbon Australian energy system by mid-century. The model was
calibrated to recent past trends in energy generation, including the recent and near-future rapid uptake of
renewables in different regions, whether by policy decision or autonomous development. Beyond the
power sector, AUSeMOSYS also provides scenario pathways for the uptake of electric vehicles and
hydrogen-powered transport, coupled to the power sector with a timeline through 2050. To investigate
the full extent of renewable energy expansion given Australia’s recognized large renewable energy
resource potential, we linked selected industrial sectors to the power system, e.g., steel production, where
use of electric generation can further decarbonize Australia’s economy either directly or via hydrogen
production and use. A detailed, state-level resolution of the model allows for the representation of regional
characteristics in renewable supply and energy demand and enables us to quantify transmission grid
extensions required for the large-scale integration of VRES. The model is thus able to mimic complex
interactions of system components within a multi-regional, multi-sectoral interconnected energy supply
system under various scenarios that impose boundary conditions on the system. We further investigated
sensitivities to key parameters that can affect the uptake and use of renewable energy.
The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 elaborates on the methodology and provides a comprehensive
overview of key assumptions and input data used for modeling the Australian energy system. Furthermore,
the characterization and limitations of the applied model are presented in this section. Section 3.1 describes
the scenario framework applied in this study. The model results are presented and discussed in Section 3.2.
Section 4 discusses the main findings and draws conclusions.
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2. Methodology
Energy system transformation pathways can be investigated using a continuous spectrum of models
ranging from “top-down” models focused on the stylized representation of the broader economy and a
simplified technical representation of the energy sector, to “bottom-up” models that tend to isolate the
energy system but with greater technological resolution [27–30]. With climate change mitigation as a
driving factor behind low-carbon energy policies, either modeling approach uses boundary conditions
set by carbon budgets or costs to look for optimal solution pathways for a given goal. Prominent among
modeling efforts relevant for evaluating global pathways compatible with the Paris Agreement are
integrated assessment models assessed by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [2]
which include a strong energy system modelling component.
Energy system optimization models involve an elaborated representation of interdependencies among
various energy carriers, conversion technologies as well as transmission and storage systems as depicted by
the Reference Energy System, thus allowing the assessment of various technological pathways and how a
rich array of technologies can interact to effect systemic change over time. Typically, such models optimize
overall system costs over the modeling time period subject to various user-defined technological and
environmental constraints but do not couple into a model of the broader economy as a whole. The detailed
technological nature of energy system optimization models allows the simulation of a wide variety of
both micro measures (e.g., technology portfolios or targeted subsidies to groups of technologies) and
broader policy targets (e.g., a general carbon tax or permit trading systems), and such models are capable of
analyzing various regional and national policies due to the fact of their level of technical and geographical
detail. Limiting the scope to modeling the energy sector allows incorporating a high level of detail
not only in terms of energy sectors and technologies but also with respect to geographical or temporal
resolution. This allows moving from global and regional modeling and projections and to concentrating
on the specifics of individual countries and regions within countries. This is of particular relevance when
assessing the energy system integration impacts of VRES due to the fact of their temporal fluctuations and
geographical dispersion.
In this work, we adapted OSeMOSYS, a full-fledged optimization framework for long-range
energy system and GHG pathways, to create a new model named AUSeMOSYS, a multi-regional,
multi-sectoral energy system cost-optimization model based on the linear programming optimization
method. Although sharing a broad range of characteristics with The Integrated MARKAL Energy Flow
Optimization Model (EFOM) (TIMES) [31], the key advantages of OSeMOSYS over other long-established
energy system models is being open source and having a less significant learning curve and time
commitment needed to build and operate [26].
The model consists of 7 regions: NSW (Australian Capital Territory (ACT) is covered in NSW), QLD,
SA, TAS), VIC, WA, and NT. The state-level resolution of the model allows for the representation of regional
discrepancies in terms of renewable supply and demand as well as sub-national/state-level imposed
energy and climate policies and targets. New investments in power generation, storage, and inter-regional
power transmission are optimized by considering the development of demand over time while the
electricity demand for electrification of selected end-use sectors, particularly relevant under stringent
mitigation scenarios, is treated endogenously. The temporal resolution is limited according to the accessible
computation power and due to the long calculation time. The current version of the model covers a
time horizon until 2050 with annual time steps until 2025 followed by 5 year time steps through 2050.
The sub-annual resolution of the model is defined by eight time slices in this version of the model. For this
model specification, we chose to use four seasons (i.e., summer, winter, spring, autumn), one day type,
and two daily time brackets (i.e., day, night).
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2.1. Model Formulation
We used the current version of OSeMOSYS originally coded in GNU MathProg while incorporating
model enhancements introduced in previous studies [32,33] as well as new additions considered most
relevant for addressing the questions of the present study.
The objective function minimizes the net present value of total energy system costs and is given in
Equation (1).
minimize z = Σr,y (Σt (dicr,t,y + docr,t,y + . . . + decr,t,y + drcr,t,y − dsvr,t,y) + · · · Σf,rr dntccf,r,rr,y + Σf datcf,r,y +Σs tdscr,s,y) (1)
Total system costs are composed of the sum of total discounted investment (dicr,t,y), fixed and
variable operation costs (docr,t,y), emission costs (decr,t,y), annual production change costs (drcr,t,y) minus the
salvage costs (dsvr,t,y) for each region (r), technology (t) and year (y) in the model. Furthermore, the total
discounted new trade capacity costs (dntccf,r,rr,y) as well as annual trade costs of importing fuels (f) in
each region (datcf,r,y) are discounted back to the first modeled year and added to the objective value.
In addition, the total storage costs (tdscr,s,y) defined as the sum of discounted investment, fixed and
variable operation costs, emission costs minus the salvage value for any storage technology is taken
into account in the objective function. We assumed a global discount rate of 5% for the calculations of
our model. From a macroeconomic perspective, minimization of overall costs, which corresponds to
maximization of producers’ and consumers’ surplus, defines an ideal operation of the energy system
through a central planner.
Minimization of overall system costs is subject to different restrictions, representing energy system
characteristics. A few new additions and modifications have been made in the original version of the code.
In particular, to have a better representation of inter-regional power transmission, several equations and
constraints have been added. The energy transport lines are modeled as trade-based interconnections.
According to Equation (2), the total capacity of each power transmission line (ttcf,r,rr,y) is equal to the
previously installed capacity (etcf,r,rr,y), given as input, plus the newly installed capacity (ntcf,r,rr,y) which
is optimized.
ttcf,r,rr,y = Σy∈(y − yy)>0 ntcr,rr,f,yy + etcf,r,rr,y (2)
Constraints Equations (3) and (4) limit the inter-regional energy flow (Impf,l,r,rr,y and expf,l,r,rr,y) at each
time slice (l) of the year according to the total available transmission capacity (ttcf,r,rr,y).
Impf,l,r,rr,y ≤ ttcf,r,rr,y (3)
expf,l,r,rr,y ≤ ttcf,r,rr,y (4)
Equation (5) represents the energy balance by taking into account the transmission losses (TLFf,r,rr,y).
Impf,l,r,rr,y ≤ (1 − TLFf,r,rr,y) × expf,l,r,rr,y (5)
Further constraints limit new investments of inter-regional transmission capacities according to
user-defined parameters of capacity growth rate (GRTCr,rr,f,y) as reflected in Equation (6), and the capacity
upper limit (MTTCr,rr,f,y) as given in Equation (7). These capacity constraints are applied to avoid sudden,
unrealistic increase of trade capacities over time.
ttcf,r,rr,y ≤ (1 + GRTCf,r,rr,y) × ttcf,r,rr,y − 1 (6)
ttcf,r,rr,y ≤MTTCf,r,rr,y (7)
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Dynamic activity constraints, represented in Equations (8) and (9), limit the ramp-up and ramp-down
of generation from different power plant technologies (ttacr,t,y) between the two consecutive model time
steps according to the user-defined parameters of ACTRUr,t,y and ACTRLr,t,y.
ttacr,t,y ≤ (1 + ACTRUr,t,y) × ttacr,t,y − 1 (8)
ttacr,t,y ≥ (1 − ACTRLr,t,y) × ttacr,t,y − 1 (9)
Technology growth constraints are an important complementary to the model. The new capacity
investments based on cost-optimization might lead to the sudden ramp up of a specific technology which
achieves the cost parity with conventional technologies due to the learning effects and declining costs of
renewables over time, for instance. However, this might be interpreted as unrealistic when comparing
against real circumstances due to the infrastructural and institutional barriers which cannot be directly
reflected in the models. The life cycles of technological innovations can be described using an S-curve
trajectory which maps the initial exponential growth, increasing adoption, and final saturation of a
new technology.
Equation (10) limits the growth of electric cars on the road according to the user-defined input
parameter representing maximum share of electric vehicles in total road vehicle stock over time (MEVSHr,y).
Total number of electric cars on the road at each year (evcar,y) is thus limited to the multiplication of
the given maximum EV share (MEVSHr,y) and the total number of cars on the road (trcar,y). The input
parameter (MEVSHr,y) can be informed, for instance, by existing scenario literature on the plausible
development pathways of electric vehicles for the country of interest or alternatively by assuming an
S-curve trajectory towards full exploitation of potential in the long-term.
evcar,y ≤MEVSHr,y × trcar,y (10)
The remainder of the model formulation is well described in previous studies [26,32–34].
Model equations as well as a list of symbols used are provided in Appendix A.
2.2. Key Assumptions and Input Data
As with all models, it is crucial to be clear about what assumptions are being made in the model and
then to do sensitivity analysis on the key factors. This section provides an overview on the main input
parameters to the model and elaborates on the data sources used. In addition, assumed techno-economic
parameters and further input data are given in Appendix B as a complementary to the explanations
provided below. The assumptions for the costs, conversion efficiency, and lifetime of various power
plants, storage technologies, and electrolysis systems are based on an extensive review of a broad range of
recent studies including Australian-specific data sources [18,33–43]. Tables A2–A8 of Appendix B further
elaborate on the techno-economic parameters of different power generation and storage technologies
assumed in the model.
The power system model covers various fossil fuel and renewable-based power generation
technologies, all contributing to satisfy the given electricity demand. Fuel prices were mainly based on the
projections for OECD Pacific region as provided in Reference [44]. The lower demand for carbon-intensive
fuels in the stringent mitigation scenarios resulted in lower prices than in the reference case. This was
reflected in our scenario-specific assumptions for fossil fuel price projections (cf. Appendix B, Table A9).
The capacity of operating power plants has been determined using the Platts World Electric Power
Plants Database [45]. The Platts database includes the age of the power plants and, thus, the future
power plant fleet per region could be extrapolated by applying technology-specific lifetimes. In addition,
the retirement of existing fossil fuel power plants as notified by their owners has been taken into account
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based on anticipated retirement dates provided in References [18,46]. The existing and planned pumped
hydro storage capacities were further complemented based on References [18,47]. According to these
sources, the proposed pumped hydro storage project Snowy 2.0 in New South Wales was assumed to be
commissioned in 2025. The Battery of the Nation project in Tasmania was then assumed to be installed in
2033. Existing and committed battery storage projects were also included according to References [48,49].
The existing PV rooftop capacity and future developments were informed based on the data provided in
Reference [18].
Hourly capacity factors of solar PV and wind were calculated based on the data provided by
renewables.ninja from the meteorological year 2018 [50,51]. The average values were calculated for each
state and included in the model. The hourly capacity factors of VRES were assumed to remain constant
over the modeled time horizon. Thus, increasing output power of wind turbines due to the increasing hub
height because of technology advances was not taken into account.
Total capacity of renewable power plants that can be installed in each model region and the maximum
generated electricity was limited according to the available potential. A bottom-up assessment of roof-top
PV potential in Australia [52] was used to limit the maximum installable capacity and output power in
each model region. The study conducted in Reference [52] assumed 90% of usable residential roofs and
10% of other usable roofs were pitched at 25◦ and evenly distributed among all northerly orientations,
with remaining roofs being flat and shading characteristics provided by GIS modeling. In addition,
they assume a derating factor of 0.77 to account for electrical efficiency losses, soiling, degradation, etc.
Furthermore, several data sources have been reviewed concerning the technical potential of wind and
solar energy in Australia [12,44,53]. These studies assess the technological potential, derived from the
theoretical potential by considering the conversion efficiency of the respective conversion technology
as well as additional restrictions regarding the area that is realistically available for energy generation.
The deployment of onshore wind and utility-scale solar PV in our scenarios is limited according to the
potentials as given in Reference [12]. However, Australia is characterized by a huge untapped potential for
solar and wind electricity generation, and it is important to note that even the conservative assumptions
of the maximum potential would not represent a binding constraint to the continued growth of VRES
integration. Tables A10–A12 of Appendix B represent the VRE capacity factors as well as maximum
installable capacity in each model region.
Electricity transmission was modeled on an aggregated level based on the representative nodes,
assuming one node per model region. Thus, we exclusively considered the interconnections among the
model regions only; so, intra-regional interconnections or line constraints were not taken into account.
The existing transmission capacities among model regions were obtained from Reference [54]. For overhead
transmission, high voltage alternating current (HVAC) technology is dominantly used today. However,
the direct current transmission (DC) has the advantage of higher current densities, and the length-dependent
losses are considerably lower than HVAC systems. We thus assumed offshore connections are made using
HVDC transmission. For onshore connections, a generic transmission technology was assumed with
specific investment costs of 306 US$ per km and MW (natural power) in line with the ranges assumed in the
literature [13,55]. A transmission loss factor of 4% per 1000 km was assumed based on References [55,56].
Different technology options were thus not taken into account in the model as transmission lines were
not modeled individually but rather as aggregated transmission corridors. The representation of an
intra-regional distribution grid as well as the inclusion of different power transmission technologies
requires a more detailed modeling approach than applied here.
Finally, the electricity generation by different power plant technologies and fuel types over the historic
period 2015–2019 from Reference [57] was applied for calibrating the model. Historic emissions from
Reference [58] were used for comparison and validating the model results in terms of CO2 emissions from
electricity supply over historic period.
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Beyond the power sector, an extensive data search was performed to collect data for further modeled
sectors, including passenger and freight transport (in the transport sector we focused on the land-based
passenger and freight transport, while aviation and shipping were not covered in this study) as well as
selected industry sectors including iron, steel, and cement manufacturing industries. The modeled sectors
cover a major share (72%) of Australia’s total CO2 emissions.
The transport sector model was disaggregated into a set of different modes and vehicle technology
types. The annual energy demand for each fuel was then calculated by multiplying the corresponding
specific energy demand of different vehicle technology types with the given demand for energy services
in terms of passenger–km and ton–km activity projections. Historical passenger and freight transport
activity data as well as modal split in terms of total vehicle–kilometers travelled by different vehicle
types at different states were obtained from Reference [59]. Existing stock of registered motor vehicles
by state/territory over 2015–2019 was taken from References [59,60]. The current market share of battery
electric vehicles (BEV) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) in Australia was taken from the
historical data provided in Reference [61].
Internal combustion, battery electric, and fuel cell vehicle cost assumptions are based on the proposed
ranges given by References [35,42]. Price projections for diesel and gasoline were made by applying
the growth rate obtained from the reference scenario projections for crude oil from Reference [62] to
historical data. Specific fuel consumption per vehicle–kilometer travelled by different vehicle types and
potential efficiency improvements over time was based on a detail review of various studies including
Australian-specific data sources [35,44,60,63–66]. Energy efficiency of various vehicle types and cost
assumptions are given in Tables A13 and A14 of Appendix B, respectively. Historical energy consumption
by different transport modes and fuel types from References [60,67] and CO2 emissions from Australia’s
transport sector based on Reference [58] have been applied for validating the model results over a
historic period.
Furthermore, the assumptions for capital costs and energy efficiency of various steel production
methods have been derived based on a comprehensive review of different studies and available data
sources [33,68–71]. Historical annual steel production in Australia and the split between different
production routes were taken from Reference [72]. Historical cement production data as well as clinker
production were obtained from References [67,73]. Historical energy consumption for the industry sectors
and the split between different fuels were taken from Reference [57]. Electricity intensity and direct energy
intensity of cement production methods were taken from a review of various data sources [74,75].
While our analysis focused on a limited number of important GHG-producing sectors in Australia, a
wide variety of scenarios are also available which provide a globally consistent analysis of needed system
transformation to limit warming to 1.5 ◦C [2]. In order to maintain consistency with these global scenarios,
we took into account a system-wide carbon price to best align the energy-system transformations in this
study with dynamics outside the system boundary of our model. We adopted values in line with the
OECD region in the recent study conducted in [44] (cf. Table A15 of Appendix B).
2.3. Model Characteristics and Limitations
Throughout this paper, we apply a multi-sectoral approach which allows analysis of the implications for
various energy sectors in an integrated manner. Additionally, the multi-regional setup of the model allows
investigation of the advantages of transmission interconnections extensions in smoothing inter-seasonal
anticorrelations of renewable energy sources across a wide interconnected supply system.
We performed the optimization using the GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK) [76] as an open
source solver for large-scale linear programming. The time resolution of the model was limited to what
was feasible to solve with respect to memory and computation time constraints also considering the
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long-term horizon of the model until mid-century. For the analysis conducted in this paper, the sub-annual
resolution of the model was limited to eight time slices. Thus, the model lacked a full hourly resolution
as well as detailed unit-level operational aspects of power plants as compared to a unit commitment
and economic dispatch optimization model with hourly or sub-hourly resolution. In general, the lower
time resolution of the model would lead to underestimating the short-term variability of VRES and
its potential impacts on conventional generators. Thus, the computed VRE system challenges, such as
necessary dispatchable capacities, have to be understood as lower bounds. In this respect, sensitivity
analyses have been performed in former studies. For instance, Reference [33] showed that increasing the
number of time steps by a factor of three did not significantly affect the model results in terms of annual
generation. In particular, the study conducted in Reference [77] compared the results of the extended
version of OSeMOSYS with full hourly simulations with the TIMES model coupled to a unit commitment
and dispatch model (PLEXOS), showing a good convergence of the results between the two modeling
approaches. Alternatively, the sub-annual resolution of the model can be defined by a reduced hourly time
series. The reduced time series is chosen in a way to best capture the characteristics of the full time series
in terms of short-term variability of renewable supply and demand as well as the daily cycle and seasonal
patterns over the entire year (Appendix C) as a way forward to higher time-resolution studies.
In addition, it is important to note that the calculation of cost-optimal interconnection capacities
among regions does not provide the insights that can be obtained via detail technical grid simulation.
Technical aspects of power transmission networks at different voltage levels, such as inductive power
supply, frequency control, and stability, are not analyzed in this paper. Those aspects are beyond the scope
of this analysis and not covered in our modeling approach.
The AUSeMOSYS operates on a cost-optimization basis, solving for the least-cost net-present-value
energy system configuration that satisfies the constraints given by the modeler. The model results thus
depend on the one hand on the cost estimates and assumptions about technology development over time.
We considered the most recent and in particular Australian specific studies and data sources to derive
realistic assumptions about techno-economic parameters. Furthermore, we performed sensitivity analysis
on the implications of different key factors, for instance, by varying costs of specific technologies.
2.4. Model Validation
The model has been calibrated to recent past trends in energy generation and performed historical
simulations to test the behavioral validity of the model (cf. Appendix D). However, validating the behavior
of such energy system models, representing a complex, dynamic system with several interacting players
and various uncertain influencing factors, such as socio-economic drivers, is subject to several limitations.
In addition, even a close fit of the model results to observational data through historical simulations cannot
demonstrate models’ predictive capability in future conditions that lie outside the range of historical
experience. The model’s results should thus not be interpreted as predictive nor directive. Such a
bottom-up, multi-sectoral modeling approach applied in this study rather provides a robust analytical basis
to analyze systematic effects and interactions among various energy sectors and regions. It additionally
provides valuable insights into possible least-cost decarbonization pathways of Australia’s energy system
in line with the ambition level of proposed climate targets.
3. Scenario Analysis
3.1. Scenario Framework
Here, we develop a scenario narrative for analyzing the prospective Australian energy system under
a selected set of boundary conditions and present our key scenario-specific assumptions. The scenarios
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are structured across a few major dimensions which are essentially independent, and each is intended to
capture a significant aspect of the future circumstances: global climate action and the level of national
contribution; technological growth and energy system change; as well as the level of inter-regional and
cross-sectoral integration. Beyond our core scenarios, we developed a few sensitivity cases taking into
account possible variations of a subset of key influencing factors. Table A17 (Appendix E) provides a
summary of the analyzed scenarios and their underlying assumptions and classifies them across the
abovementioned major dimensions. The design of the different scenarios is further explained in the
following paragraphs.
In particular, we looked into the effect of a carbon budget on the decarbonization of the Australian
energy system combined with other major influencing factors. The Special Report on 1.5 ◦C by the IPCC
(IPCC SR1.5) estimated the carbon budget for different levels of warming along with uncertainties such
as non-CO2 gas scenarios, climate response and sensitivity uncertainties, and geophysical feedbacks [2].
This would imply a remaining budget from 2018 onwards of 1120 GtCO2 before reaching 2.0 ◦C warming
(66% chance), 580 GtCO2 to limit warming to 1.5 ◦C above pre-industrial levels (with a 50% probability),
and 420 GtCO2 with a 66% probability [2]. After accounting for an estimated 100 GtCO2 of carbon release
from geophysical feedbacks, the remaining global budget to limit the warming to below 1.5 ◦C (50%
chance) would reduce to 480 GtCO2 and 320 GtCO2 (with a 66% probability) [2].
The IPCC SR1.5 [78] identifies 1.5 ◦C compatible pathways, which was the focus of this work, as
those with no or limited overshoot of the 1.5 ◦C warming level. No-overshoot pathways limit peak global
warming to 1.5 ◦C or below throughout the 21st century with at least 50% probability, while low-overshoot
scenarios peak median warming at 1.5–1.6 ◦C around the 2050. All of these pathways limit warming
below 1.5 ◦C by the end of the century (around 1.3 ◦C warming by 2100) with at least a 50% or greater
probability (typically 70% for low-overshoot pathways). There were no technical and economically feasible
pathways reviewed in the IPCC SR1.5 that limited warming at or below 1.5 ◦C with a likely chance (66% or
greater probability).
Correspondingly, we focused on 1.5 ◦C mitigation scenarios with a global carbon budget of about
480 GtCO2 from 2018 onwards and estimated a resulting 1.5 ◦C carbon budget for the sectors analyzed in
this work. The study conducted in Reference [79] showed that allocating CO2 emissions based on current
emissions is closest to optimal allocation by a central planner with perfect foresight. We applied Australia’s
share of total global CO2 emissions in 2015 (0.92%) and the share of covered sectors in Australia’s 2015
emissions (71%) to derive a total carbon budget of 3.1 GtCO2 from 2018 onwards. We then defined two
scenarios as stated in Table A17: (1) Probable 1.5 ◦C (P1.5 ◦C)—in which the carbon budget is applied;
(2) Low Mitigation Effort (LME)—in which the carbon budget and related mitigation policy instruments
are not applied.
Concerning the vision about energy technology change, renewable transition dominates the
transformation pathway in the P1.5 ◦C scenario with renewable-based technologies achieving market
competitiveness at a high pace. This is mainly driven by the implied carbon budget and supported
through ambitious cost declines of renewable-based technologies, high efficiency, and exploitation of
fuel switching potential as well as market penetration of novel technologies across all modeled sectors.
Sector-coupling plays a major role, on the one hand, through direct electrification of the transport sector
via use of BEVs, contributing to further integration of VRES into Australia’s energy system. This strategy is
complemented with extensive use of renewable hydrogen produced via electrolysis. Renewable hydrogen
can be used in power plants for provision of electricity or may be applied as a transportation fuel in FCEVs.
In addition, we further analyzed the implications of direct electrification or use of hydrogen in selected
emission-intensive industry sectors. The LME, P1.5 ◦C scenarios, and the sensitivity case (see below) are
thus differentiated on the one hand according to a vision of the energy system’s technological change
into two major classes: (1) a slow paced energy system change with the dominance of fossil fuel and
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emission-intensive technologies, to a large extent similar to today; and (2) rapid paced energy system
technology change with renewable transition and electrification dominating the transformation in all
sectors. On the other hand, the scenarios were further classified according to the level of cross-sectoral
integration. The LME scenario assumed a very limited level of cross-sectoral integration, while the
CO2-constrained scenarios incorporated strong electrification of end-use sectors through direct use of
renewable electricity as well as extensive use of zero-emission, renewable-based fuels such as green
hydrogen (cf. Table A17).
In order to understand the effects of another key influencing factor on scenario outcomes,
we analyzed the sensitivity to the cost assumptions for solar PV and storage technologies. The scenario
P1.5 ◦C-PVStoCost-High thus applies higher costs for solar PV and battery storage systems (cf. Appendix B,
Tables A3 and A7); other assumptions remained the same as in the P1.5 ◦C scenario. In this analysis, we
excluded options unlikely to be relevant in the Australian context such as development of nuclear power,
unsustainable use of biomass, application of CCS in the power sector as well as extensive use of negative
emission technologies such as biomass with carbon capture and storage (BECCS) over the first half of the
century. The sustainable level of biomass use for Australia is assumed to be limited to 1500 PJ according
to Reference [12]. In addition, the expected contribution from biomass for electricity generation in the
near-term (11 TWh) as well as the long-term sustainable potential of biomass for electricity generation
at 72.6 TWh, as given by Reference [80], was applied here to limit the maximum power generation from
biomass, a non-binding constraint. Most of Australia’s best large-scale hydro energy sites have already
been developed or, in some cases, are not available for future development because of environmental
considerations. Hence, the development of hydropower in Australia is constrained according to the
analysis conducted in Reference [81]. This would result in the slight increase of hydropower production to
19 TWh, i.e., 7% increase from 17 TWh today [57].
Transmission grid extensions are a very cost-effective VRES system integration measure.
Alongside with cross-sectoral integration, further system flexibility is provided by extension of power
transmission grid. Cross-regional integration through reinforcement of the NEM-wide power transmission
grid is taken into account in our core scenarios. As a base assumption, we limited the maximum future
growth of inter-regional transmission capacity to 5% per year in the LME scenario and 10% per year for
the P1.5 ◦C scenario. We also included a variety of storage options to buffer the temporal mismatches
between renewable supply and demand including pumped hydro storage plants, short-term storage via
batteries as well as use of hydrogen for long-term storage of renewable power.
The electricity demand projections in our core scenarios were based on the growth rate obtained from
the “Central Scenario” published in Reference [18]. In this scenario, the pace of transition is determined by
market forces under current federal and state government policies and applies central assumptions about
population and economic growth (cf. Appendix B, Table A16).
Passenger and freight transport activity projections were mainly done based on the continuation of
recent trends, applying Australian-specific sources and scenario projections [7,82–85]; scenario-specific
trends and assumptions are given in Table A16. In the transport sector, we considered the following major
mitigation measures: enhancement of energy efficiency through technological development, powertrain
electrification, fuel switch through use of renewable hydrogen, and limited application of biofuels taking
into account the sustainable potential. Major behavioral measures and modal shifts from energy-intensive
modes of transport to low-energy intensity modes as well as reduction of total transport activity is also
taken into account as further mitigation measure through a sensitivity case of P1.5 ◦C-ModalShift.
Electric vehicles have the highest efficiency among all vehicle technology types. Market penetration of
such highly efficient (battery and fuel-cell) electric cars coupled with a decarbonized electricity generation
system is the most effective measure for decarbonization of the transport sector. The replacement of internal
combustion engines by electric vehicles was thus prioritized in our mitigation scenarios. However, the rapid
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electrification of fleets is in reality restricted until the capacities for battery production, battery recharging,
hydrogen production, and refueling stations have sufficiently ramped up. The real circumstances and
institutional barriers to the growth of EVs cannot be directly reflected in the model and we needed to apply
technology growth constraints for the uptake of EVs. Several market modeling studies have developed
long-term pathways for the uptake of electric vehicles in Australia, for instance in References [86–89].
In our scenarios, the maximum share of EVs in total Australia’s passenger road vehicle stock is limited to
25% by 2030, rising to 70% by 2040 and 100% in 2050 according to the most ambitious end of the ranges
given in the literature [86]. Plug-in hybrid EVs (PHEVs) currently constitute 52% of total electric car fleet
in Australia declining from 58% in 2015 [61]. Towards a fully electrified vehicle stock, rather a transitional
period is expected with PHEVs constitute a share before the stock becomes fully electric. Thus, here we
assume a decline of PHEV share towards full penetration of fully electric cars by applying an S-curve
trajectory declining from today to 0% by 2045; this is set as minimum share constraint. For freight transport,
we assumed that up to 70% of heavy trucks will be (battery) electric by 2050 based on the higher end
of the ranges given in Reference [44]. Lower penetration of BEVs in the truck sector was assumed as
compared to the passenger road transport reflecting higher economic and infrastructural challenges for
installing battery recharging and infrastructures. With respect to FCEVs, we allowed a maximum market
share of 6% in 2030 and 17% in 2050 for passenger cars and light commercial vehicles, which is in line
with the ambitious end of the ranges proposed for the innovator region [44]. For buses and heavy trucks,
we implied a maximum share of FCEVs at 10% by 2030 and 37% by 2050.
Currently, a substantial share of passenger rail transport is electrified (90%), while freight railways is
still dominated by diesel trains in Australia. Electrification is applied as the major mitigation measure for
rail transport. Fuel-cell electric trains have not been taken into account in our scenario analysis.
3.2. Results Analysis
3.2.1. Power Sector
First, we looked into the power sector results of the core scenarios in terms of total power production
fuel mix and its regional distribution as well as cost-optimal inter-regional transmission capacities.
Sensitivity analysis on the influence of selected key factors was performed afterwards.
Figure 1b shows the cost-optimal development of power production fuel mix for the P1.5 ◦C scenario
compared to the LME scenario visualized in Figure 1a. The CO2 budget has a substantial impact on
the dynamics of power system structure, leading to a considerable growth of the power generated by
renewable energy sources. Due to the additional electricity demand required for electrification of coupled
end-use sectors under stringent mitigation pathways, electricity demand by 2050 reaches up to 1.7 times of
the electricity demand in 2015 in P1.5 ◦C scenario.
In the P1.5 ◦C scenario, the share of renewables in total electricity production reaches 100% by 2035,
whereas non-renewable sources remain in the LME scenario. To keep to the Paris Agreement compatible
emissions budget, fossil-fuel based production needs to substantially decline with a complete phase out of
coal-fired generation in Australia by 2030 under the P1.5 ◦C scenario and phase-out of gas-fired generation
by 2035.
In the mitigation scenario P1.5 ◦C, large investments into wind and solar PV play a dominant role
in decarbonizing Australia’s energy system with continuous growth of electricity generation due to the
strong electrification of linked energy sectors. According to the results obtained from the P1.5 ◦C scenario,
94% of total produced electricity in 2050 comes from wind and solar energy complemented by smaller
contributions from hydro, biomass, and geothermal. The total installed capacity of renewables will reach
about 230 GW in 2050, 220 GW of which is VRE generation capacity; the storage capacity rises from about
2 GW today to around 47 GW in 2050.
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Under given scenario conditions and base assumptions about technology costs and future development
of transmission grid capacities, VRE growth initially has more wind energy with solar PV quickly becoming
the dominant technology reflecting trends currently seen. In the P1.5 ◦C scenario, the 2030 cost-optimal
mix in terms of % share of total VRE generation is composed of 40% from ind and 60% from solar PV.
By 2050, the share of wind reduces to 18% of total VRE production, while the share of solar PV rises to 82%.
This is mainly driven by ambitious cost declines of solar PV and battery storage systems over long-term in
line with the narrative of those mitigation scenarios (cf. Section 3.1).
Figure 2 shows the regional distribution of power generation mix for various scenarios and at different
years. According to Figure 2a, under the LME scenario, the 2030 power system is still predominantly
centralized and fossil fuel-based with Tasmania and South Australia as the only states with high share of
renewables dominated by hydro and ind power, respectively. Figure 2b shows the regional distribution
of power production mix of the LME scenario in 2050. In the long-term, limited interconnection capacities
among the regions prevent an optimal geographic distribution of VRE generation capacities corresponding
to regional potentials. Under stringent mitigation targets, all regions move towards full renewable supply
as visualized in Figure 2c (year 2030) and Figure 2d (year 2050). According to Figure 2c, even the states
with dominating share of coal power today (NSW, QLD, VIC) incorporate a renewable share of 97% to
100% by 2030 in the P1.5 ◦C scenario. Currently, the power system of WA and NT is dominated by gas-fired
generation; in 2030, the share of renewables in those states rises to more than 90%. The VRE generation,
i.e., solar and wind power, are the main pillars of future power system across all states complemented with
hydro, biomass, and geothermal energy as supplementary capacities. The regional VRE mix in terms of
combination between solar and wind power is optimized according to the regional potentials and solar and
wind power capacity factors (see Appendix B.3). Transmission grid and storage are then mainly applied to
buffer the mismatches between VRE supply and demand in temporal and spatial dimension. The VRE mix
is dominated by wind energy in regions with the highest wind power capacity factor including TAS, VIC,
and SA; correspondingly, a high share of solar PV is noticed in the most promising regions such as NSW
and QLD (cf. Figure 2c,d).
Figure 3a,b shows the inter-regional power transmission capacities determined by the optimization
in the P1.5 ◦C scenario for the year 2030 and 2050, respectively. Such drastic transformation of the
power system across all states requires extensive reinforcement of the power transmission grid to balance
the variable renewable supply. This, for instance, leads to more than doubling the total cross-regional
transmission capacity by 2030 followed by an accelerated extension of the transmission grid until 2050.
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One key influencing factor, affecting the optimal energy system’s configuration is the cost assumptions
for solar PV and storage technologies. Thus, we applied higher costs for solar PV and battery storage
systems through a sensitivity scenario (cf. Appendix B, Tables A3 and A7); other assumptions remained
the same as in the P1.5 ◦C scenario. Costs assumptions had no impact on the overall renewable share,
and the full renewable supply is still achieved in 2035 as the stringent CO2 budget acts as the major driver
of energy system decarbonization. Figure 4a,b shows Australia’s total and regional distribution of power
generation mix in 2030 and 2050, respectively. Affected mainly by the higher costs of solar PV and battery
storage systems, the share of solar PV reduces at the expense of higher generation from wind power.
For instance, the share of solar PV in total produced electricity reduces to 25% by 2030 (54% in the P1.5 ◦C
scenario), while the wind share increases to 64% (37% in the P1.5 ◦C scenario). The share of non-VRE
sources including biomass and geothermal energy also slightly increases in comparison. Figure 4c,d
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compares the cost-optimal VRE mix between the core scenario P1.5 ◦C and the sensitivity case in 2030 and
2050, respectively. According to these, in the sensitivity case, the cost-optimal VRE mix composed of 70%
wind power and 30% solar PV in 2030; 47% wind power and 53% solar PV in 2050.
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Correspondingly, Figure 5a,b shows the inter-regional power transmission capacities for the sensitivity
scenario P1.5 ◦C-PVStoCost-High in the year 2030 and 2050, respectively. Due to the higher share of wind
energy in the total energy mix, the higher trans ission capacities in Figure 5b are installed to transmit the
wind power from the most promising generation sites such as TAS to the rest of the NEM-interconnected
region as compared to the core scenario P1.5 ◦C (cf. Figure 3b). On the other hand, the installed transmission
capacity to transmit solar electricity from ideal generation, such as the installed capacity from NSW to VIC
reduces, compared to the results of the P1.5 ◦C scenario. Total cross-regional transmission capacity more
than doubles by 2030 and reaches to about five times the existing capacity in 2050.
3.2.2. Transport Sector
Next to the power sector, mobility also goes through a major transformation when applying a stringent
CO2 budget. Internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles run by fossil fuels still play a dominant role in the
LME scenario. This is the result of our assumptions on alternative-fuel vehicles not achieving cost parity
with gasoline and diesel vehicles. However, in the P1.5 ◦C scenario, direct electrification through BEVs as
well as biofuels and extensive use of alternative, renewable-based synthetic fuels such as hydrogen in
FCEVs contribute to the major decarbonization of the transport sector. Figure 6a shows Australia’s total
land-based transport energy use by fuel type in the LME scenario versus the P1.5 ◦C scenario depicted in
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Figure 6b. According to Figure 6b, overall energy use in the transport sector decreases substantially in
the CO2-constrained scenario. By 2040, overall energy consumption reduces by 38% relative to 2015 in
the P1.5 ◦C scenario, and the 2050 energy consumption is 55% lower than the 2015 level. This is mainly
driven by the extensive use of EVs in road transport, as the electric motor vehicles use significantly less
energy per kilometer driven compared to conventional ICEs. The use of biofuels, electricity, and hydrogen
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depicts the results obtained from the P1.5 °C scenario. By 2030, the share of BEVs in passenger road 
transport reaches 23%, according to the results obtained from the P1.5 °C scenario (Figure 7b). 
Fuel-cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) will not begin to penetrate the market to a significant extent until 
2030, when they attain a fleet share of 1% in the P1.5 °C scenario. In 2050, passenger road transport 
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Figure 7a visualizes the passenger road vehicle mix over time in the LME scenario; Figure 7b depicts
the results obtained from the P1.5 ◦C scenario. By 2030, the share of BEVs in passenger road transport
reaches 23%, according to the esults btained from the P1.5 ◦C scenario (Figure 7b). Fuel-cell electric
vehicles (FCEVs) will not begin to penetrate th market to a significant ext nt until 2030, wh n they attain
a fleet shar of 1% in the P1.5 ◦C cenario. In 2050, passenger road transport will be ext nsively electrified,
with a BEV share of about 80% and FCEV will also ttain a considerable market share of 20%. Fossil-fuel
based ICEs completely phase out by 2050 in the P1.5 ◦C scenario. For comparison, the 2 50 s are of I Es
in the LME scenario is much higher at 75% according to Figure 7a.
The freight road vehicle mix over time is depicted for the P1.5 ◦C scenario in Figure 8b against the
LME scenario visualized in Figure 8a. By 2030, the share of fuel-cell-electric trucks reaches approximately
1% in the P1.5 ◦C scenario and further rises to 8% in 2040, 28% in 2045, and 30% in 2050. The 2050 freight
road transport is largely electrified in the P1.5 ◦C scenario, with a BEV share of 70% and FCEV share of
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30%. There will be no ICE vehicles on the road in the P1.5 ◦C scenario in 2050. However, the LME scenario
still incorporates a 100% share of ICEs in the truck transport.
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of passenger–km/ton–kilometer travelled. Currently, more than 90% of passenger rail transport 
activity is already driven by electric trains according to Reference [59]. However, freight transport by 
rail still predominantly relies on diesel locomotives. All passenger rail traffic will become electric by 
2050 under the P1.5 °C scenario (cf. Figure 9b). A rapid reduction of diesel consumption in freight 
rail transport from 2035 onwards is observed in the P1.5 °C scenario, while a major share of freight 
road transport is still driven by diesel in the LME scenario.  
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Figure 9 plots the projected el ctrification of passenger (Fig re : scenario and Figure 9b:
P1.5 ◦C scenario) and freight rail (Figure 9c: LME scenario a i r : .5 ◦C scenario) in terms
of passenger–km/ton–kilometer travelled. Currently, more than 90% of passenger rail transport activity
is lread driven b electric trains according to Reference [59]. However, freight transport by rail still
predominantly relies on diesel locomotives. All passenger r il traffic will become electric by 2050 under
the P1.5 ◦C scenario (cf. Figure 9b). A rapid reduction of diesel consumption in freight rail transport from
2035 onwards is observed in the P1.5 ◦C scenario, while a major share of freight road tr nsport is still
driven by diesel in the LME scenario.
So far, we mainly analyzed the implications of technologically driven efficiency improvement and
electrification as major mitigation measures for the transport sector. However, this needs to be further
complemented with widespread modal shifts and changes in mobility behavior to achieve the ambitious
mitigation targets in a cost-efficient manner. Therefore, we additionally look into the implications of overall
demand reduction and modal shifts from high-energy-intensity toward low-energy-intensity modes of
transport, in particular, from road to rail traffic as the most efficient form of transport.
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So far, we mainly analyzed the implications of technologically driven efficiency improvement 
and electrification as major mitigation measures for the transport sector. However, this needs to be 
further complemented with widespread modal shifts and changes in mobility behavior to achieve 
the ambitious mitigation targets in a cost-efficient manner. Therefore, we additionally look into the 
implications of overall demand reduction and modal shifts from high-energy-intensity toward 
low-energy-intensity modes of transport, in particular, from road to rail traffic as the most efficient 
form of transport.  
The activity projections of the core scenarios have been done so far mainly based on the 
continuation of recent trends; in the sensitivity case we assume that person–kilometer/ton–kilometer 
will predominantly remain at the same level of today due to saturation and sufficiency effects (cf. 
Appendix B, Table A16). In addition, in the sensitivity scenario is assumed that the share of 
passenger cars in total Australia’s person–kilometer transport activity reduces from today (87%) to 
67% by 2050. This will be mainly compensated by rail traffic, the share of which is assumed to 
increase to 25% in 2050. In this alternative scenario, the share of trucks in total ton–kilometer freight 
transport activity is assumed to decline from 33% in 2015 to 11% in 2050, while the share of rail 
traffic rises to 89%. The rest of assumptions remain the same as in the P1.5 °C scenario. Figure 10a 
shows the total energy use in the transport sector over time for the sensitivity scenario P1.5 
°C-ModalShift, while it additionally compares the total energy use with the core scenario P1.5 °C. 
Modal shifts and overall reductions of transport activity by energy-intensive modes are crucial for 
decarbonization of the transport sector and indeed essential for achieving the stringent climate 
change mitigation targets. This allows to mainly reduce the final (fossil) energy use in the transport 
sector through the transitional period until the electrification of the transport sector undergoes a 
breakthrough. According to Figure 10a, the same mitigation target is achieved as in the P1.5 °C 
scenario, whereas total energy use in the sensitivity case is lowered by 6%, 15%, 25%, and 36% in 
Figure 9. Electrification of pas enger rail ( ) il (do n) over time for different scenarios
(repres nted in terms of share in total ll ): (a) passenge rail,
LME scenario; (b) passe r , P1.5 ◦C scenario; (c) freight rail, LME scenario; (d) f eight rail,
P1.5 ◦C scenario.
The activity projections of the core scenarios have been done so far mainly based on the continuation
of recent trends; in the sensitivity case we assume that person–kilometer/ton–kilometer will predominantly
remain at the same level of today due to saturation and sufficiency effects (cf. Appendix B, Table A16).
In addition, in the sensitivity scenario is assumed that the share of passenger cars in total Australia’s
person–kilometer transport activity reduces from today (87%) to 67% by 2050. This will be mainly
compensated by rail traffic, the share of which is ass med to increase to 25% in 2050. In this alternative
scenario, the share of trucks in total ton–kilometer freight transport activity is assumed to decline from 33%
in 2015 to 11% in 2050, while the share of rail traffic rises to 89%. The rest of assumptions remain the same
as in the P1.5 ◦C scenario. Figure 10a shows the total energy se in the transport sector over time for the
sensitivity scenario P1.5 ◦C-ModalShift, while it additionally compares the total energy use with the core
scenario P1.5 ◦C. Modal shifts and overall reductions of transport activity by energy-intensive modes are
crucial for decarbo ization of the transport sector and indeed essential for achieving the stringent climate
change mitigation targets. This allows t ai ly re uce the final (fossil) energy use in t e transport sector
through the transitional period until the electrificati n of the transport sector undergoes a breakthrough.
According to Figure 10a, the same mitigation target is achieved as in the P1.5 ◦C scenario, whereas total
energy use in the sensitivity case is lowered by 6%, 15%, 25%, and 36% in 2025, 2030, 2040, and 2050,
respectively. C rrespondingly, total produced power reduces due to the decrease in electricity required for
electrification of the transport sector (cf. Figure 10b).
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decarbonizing the steel sector; however, its potential contribution is limited by scrap availability. In 
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The range obtained in our scenarios for scrap-based steel production is also in line with studies that 
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used to a very limited extent today. At the end of the period, further break-through technologies, 
such as a smelting reduction process with CCS, molten electrolysis, and hydrogen-based steel 
making, may become competitive. Given high uncertainties in costs and other factors for these 
emerging technologies [68], we present their combined contribution to total steel production in our 
results. In total, these low-carbon technologies account for about 60% market share by 2050 in the 
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3.2.3. Iron and Steel and Cement Manufacturing Industries
In this subsection, we look into iron and steel manufacturing and the cement sector as two major
carbon-intensive industries. Currently, the steel production in Australia is divided between standard blast
furnace-basic oxygen furnace (BF-BOF) and the scrap-based electric arc furnace (EAF), accounting for 74%
and 26% of total steel production, respectively, based on data for the year 2018 from Reference [72].
Figure 11a,b shows the steel production technology mix over time in the LME and P1.5 ◦C scenario,
respectively. Under the LME scenario, without any CO2 limit, the current BF-BOF technology without
CCS fed by coal continues to play a dominant role in the steel making industry. The steel production
technology mix is greatly impacted by adopting the mitigation target. In the CO2-constrained scenario,
current BF-BOF without CCS continuously declines from 74% today and phases out completely by 2050 in
the P1.5 ◦C scenario (cf. Figure 11b). A most common route for steel making uses recycled scrap steel
as feedstock which avoids the reduction step and thereby does not produce process emissions and is
completely fed by electricity. That process can be fully decarbonized if the power supply is carbon free.
In terms of energy intensity, the scrap route requires about one-third of the energy in the BF-BOF route and,
thus, could play an important role in decarbonizing the steel sector; however, its potential contribution is
limited by scrap availability. In the P1.5 ◦C scenario, the share of scrap-based EAF increases from 26%
today to around 40% in 2050. The range obtained in our scenarios for scrap-based steel production is also
in line with studies that looks into the steel scrap availability and its potential contribution in Australia’s
steel-making process based on a scrap availability assessment model [90]. A suite of new and emerging
technologies plays a strong role later in the century. Carbon capture and storage (CCS) could be utilized as
a retrofit of BF-BOF in order to capture the direct energy and process emissions from the steel production.
In addition, the use of direct reduced iron in electric arc furnace (DRI-EAF) is also a fully commercialized
technology and much less emission-intensive than the BF-BOF route but only used to a very limited extent
today. At the end of the period, further break-through technologies, such as a smelting reduction process
with CCS, molten electrolysis, and hydrogen-based steel making, may become competitive. Given high
uncertainties in costs and other factors for these emerging technologies [68], we present their combined
contribution to total steel production in our results. In total, these low-carbon technologies account for
about 60% market share by 2050 in the P1.5 ◦C scenario.
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As another major industrial producer of emissions, we looked into the cement production and 
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consumption in 2015 came from coal, natural gas, and oil according to [57]. Major mitigation 
measures include clinker substitution, efficiency improvement as well as fuel switching and 
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alternatives to limestone-based Portland cement with far lower emissions. For instance, geopolymer 
cement involve reactions, which do not generate GHGs, could produce at least 80% fewer emissions 
than Portland cement [75]. Most commonly, geopolymer cement is based on two raw materials, fly 
ash as by-product of coal-fired power plants and ground-granulated blast-furnace slag as 
by-product of iron blast furnaces. The availability of such by-products and, therefore, the 
contribution of this mitigation option is, however, limited under stringent mitigation scenarios, 
where the coal power plants and BF-BOF decline substantially and eventually phase out. For the 
advanced technologies, we assumed that the clinker-to-cement ratio would be reduced from current 
levels (around 70% in Australia according to References [67,73]) to 50%. This is in line with the 
reasonable range of clinker reduction proposed in the literature (e.g., in Reference [91]), while still 
maintaining similar performance to existing cements. We observe in the literature a high variation in 
available estimates in technoeconomic parameters and the potential availability of these new and 
emerging technologies in the cement sector over the analyzed time period [68] and, therefore, 
aggregated their combined contribution in the results presented here. 
The Australia’s cement production technology mix over time is shown in Figure 12 for different 
scenarios. According to the model results as shown in Figure 12a, under the LME scenario, cement 
production is still dominated by the conventional technology mainly driven by fossil fuels as of 
today. In the P1.5 °C scenario, the 2050 cement production is dominated by the emerging 
technologies as well as more efficient plants with a shift to alternative fuels, such as bioenergy and 
hydrogen, as well as an increase in the use of electricity (cf. Figure 12b). 
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As another major industrial producer of emissions, we looked into the cement production and its
transition under the low carbon mitigation pathways. Currently, cement production is dominated by
the conventional technology mainly driven by fossil fuels with around 80% of the energy consumption
in 2015 came from coal, natural gas, and oil according to [57]. Major mitigation measures include
clinker substitution, efficiency improvement as well as fuel switching and electrification of thermal
demand, applying CCS and further novel production methods as alternatives to limestone-based Portland
cement with far lower emissions. For instance, geopolymer cement involve reactions, which do not
generate GHGs, could produce at least 80% fewer emissions than Portland cement [75]. Most com only,
geopolymer cement is based on two raw materials, fly ash as by-product of coal-fired power plants
and ground-granulated blast-furnace slag as by-product of iron blast furnaces. The availability of such
by-products and, therefore, the contribution of this mitigation option is, however, limited under stringent
mitigation scenarios, where the coal power plants and BF-BOF decline substantially and eventually phase
out. For the advanced technologies, we assumed that the clinker-to-cement ratio would be reduced from
current levels (around 70% in Australia according to References [67,73]) to 50%. This is in line with
the reasonable range of clinker reduction proposed in the literature (e.g., in Reference [91]), while still
maintaining similar performance to existing cements. We observe in the literature a high variation in
available estimates in technoeconomic parameters and the potential availability of these new and emerging
technologies in the cement sector over the analyzed time period [68] and, therefore, aggregated their
combined contribution in the results presented here.
The Australia’s cement production technology mix over time is shown in Figure 12 for different
scenarios. According to the model results as shown in Figure 12a, under the LME scenario,
cement production is still dominated by the conventional technology mainly driven by fossil fuels
as of today. In the P1.5 ◦C scenario, the 2050 cement production is dominated by the emerging technologies
as well as more efficient plants with a shift to alternative fuels, such as bioenergy and hydrogen, as well as
an increase in the use of electricity (cf. Figure 12b).
3.2.4. Impacts on Energy-Related CO2 Emissions
Finally, we discuss the implications of different pathways for the Australia’s annual energy-related
CO2 emissions from the modeled sectors. Table 1 provides a summary of the results obtained from different
scenarios. The P1.5 ◦C scenario would imply an approximately 70% reduction of emissions already by 2030
relative to 2015 levels. The P1.5 ◦C scenario will cause annual emissions to further decline by 87% in 2040
relative to 2015 levels followed by further reductions to almost zero emissions by 2050. For comparison,
in the LME scenario, a considerable amount of CO2 is still emitted in 2050 (122 MtCO2) with reduction of
emissions limited to 27% and 57% relative to 2015 achieved in 2030 and 2040, respectively. In the LME
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scenario, the cumulative CO2 emissions from 2018 until 2050 will sum to around 7000 Mt. For comparison,
the cumulative CO2 emissions from 2018 onwards would be as low as 3100 Mt in the P1.5 ◦C scenario
corresponding to the applied CO2 budget constraint (cf. Section 3.1).
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4. Discussion and Conclusions 
In this paper, we presented a multi-regional, multi-sectoral Australian energy system 
optimization model. We applied the model to investigate the transformation pathways of the 
Australian energy system under various boundary conditions. Our particular focus on cross-sectoral 
integration and decarbonization pathways under different CO2 budgets as well as a detailed, 
regional level of analysis provided several additions to the existing literature.  
The Paris Agreement temperature goal requires extensive changes in energy supply structure 
as well as in energy use patterns. Avoiding over-reliance on speculative technologies and to mitigate 
potential impacts due to even temporary overshoot of the temperature goal implies a rapid and 
immediate reduction in GHG emissions [2]. According to the insights obtained from the scenario 
analysis conducted in this paper for the low-carbon transformation of the Australian energy system, 
a Paris Agreement compatible pathway means that coal-fired generation phases out completely by 
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Table 1. Impacts of different scenarios for Australia’s energy-related CO2 emissions from the modeled sectors.
Scenario Emission Reduction in2030 Relative to 2015
Emission Reduction in
2040 Relative to 2015
Emission Reduction in
2050 Relative to 2015
Cumulative CO2 Emissions
(2018–2050) (Mt)
LME 18% 27% 57% 7000
P1.5 ◦C 67% 87% 99% 3100
4. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a multi-regional, multi-sectoral Australian energy system optimization
model. We applied the model to investigate the transformation pathways of the Australian energy system
under various boundary conditions. Our particular focus on cross-sectoral integration and decarbonization
pathways under different CO2 budgets as well as a detailed, regional level of analysis provided several
additions to the existing literature.
The Paris Agreement temperature goal requires extensive changes in energy supply structure as well
as in energy use patterns. Avoiding over-reliance on speculative technologies and to mitigate potential
impacts due to even temporary overshoot of the temperature goal implies a rapid and immediate reduction
in GHG emissions [2]. According to the insights obtained from the scenario analysis conducted in this
paper for the low-carbon transf rmation of the Australian energy system, a Paris Agree en compatible
pathway means that coal-fired generation phases out completely by 2030. A full renewable-based electricity
supply is achieved in the 2030s according to the cost-optimal transformation pathway implied by the Paris
Agreement-compatible carbon budget. Large investments into wind and solar PV play a dominant role in
decarbonizing the Australia’s energy system with continuous growth of electricity demand due to strong
electrification of the linked energy sectors.
In addition, power system balancing effects through inter-regional power transmission at high
penetration shares of VRES lay an important ole. A diverse renewable energy suppl through
cost-optimal c mbination of solar PV and wind and benefiting from spatial sm othing effec s of a powerful
transmission grid lead to a lower storage demand than in a solar-dominated supply with l w inter r gi nal
con ectivi y. Decarbonization of the ower sector is essential for the transform tion but not suffici nt
on its own; staying within the limits of the Paris Agreement necessita s immediate decarbonization
measures across all en rgy sec ors. A combination of larg -scale integration of sola and wind power by
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deploying Australia’s extensive renewables potential, strong electrification of the mobility sector through
use of BEVs and FCEVs, energy efficiency improvements as well as use of renewable-based synthetic fuels,
and introduction of break-through technologies in emission-intensive industries are essential elements of
this low-carbon transformation. Furthermore, a fundamental shift in today’s resource-intensive lifestyle
and mobility patterns is a powerful enabling factor for the energy system transformation necessary to limit
global warming to 1.5 ◦C. Modal shifts and overall reduction of transport activity by energy-intensive
modes help reduce final (fossil) energy use in the transport sector through the transitional period until the
electrification of the transport sector undergoes a breakthrough.
Among various policy interventions which follow from our analysis, we see a need to accelerate
Australia’s low-carbon energy transition, including: enhancing state-level renewable energy targets
and incentives to induce their deployment and expansion, internalization of external costs through
carbon-pricing, setting binding national target for 100% renewable energy supply including phase-out
dates for fossil fuel generation, in particular for coal power plants, accelerated replacement of inefficient
technologies across all energy sectors, introducing direct subsidies or tax incentives for electric vehicles to
speed-up the electrification of fleets promotion of efficient and price-competitive public transport systems
and car-sharing concepts as well as safe infrastructures for bicycles and e-bikes.
The transformation pathways presented here represent technical, cost-effective pathways that do
not incorporate political delay, institutional barriers, infrastructural challenges or the role of public
acceptance. However, such an ambitious, low-carbon transformation cannot be materialized in isolation.
The transition requires deliberate stakeholder involvement including the design and adoption of effective
policies to overcome market barriers for penetration of zero-emission, novel technologies as well as
purposeful training of energy consumers among others. Further policy-oriented research could provide
additional useful insights by outlining major implementation barriers and elaborating on the effective
policy frameworks at sectoral level and propose new market designs to realize the Australia’s energy
system transition in line with the Paris Agreement temperature target.
In this work, we focused on the major contributing sectors of electricity supply, mobility (excluding shipping
and aviation), and selected emission-intensive industries, we covered a major share of total Australia’s
CO2 emissions (72%). In particular, follow-up research is required to add further energy sectors moving
towards a fully integrated energy system analysis, also taking the agriculture and land-use sector as well
as non-CO2 GHGs (e.g., methane, N2O, and fluorinated gases) into account. Additional work detailing the
various mitigation pathways of steel and cement industry across technoeconomic uncertainties as well as
inclusion of other emission-intensive industry sectors is of interest.
Future research should particularly investigate the implications of inter-regional transport of hydrogen
and the role of long-term hydrogen/gas storage for balancing the variability of intermittent renewables,
also the possibility for export of renewable hydrogen from Western Australia to South East Asia in the
framework of deep-decarbonization scenarios.
Finally, another strand of future research could focus on enhancement of the applied methodology by
increasing the regional resolution to address sub-regional discrepancies in energy demand and renewable
supply, also performing detailed simulation of intra-regional power transmission grid. In addition, a more
elaborated analysis on the influences of different storage technologies to provide the required balancing
needs for large-scale integration of VRES should be done in future investigations, along with including
higher time-resolution in the model as mentioned above or coupling to a dispatch model.
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AUSeMOSYS Australian Energy Modeling System
BECCS Biomass with Carbon Capture and Storage
BEV Battery Electric Vehicle
BF-BOF Blast Furnace-Basic Oxygen Furnace
BOS Balance of System
CCGT Combined-cycle Gas Turbine
CCS Carbon Capture and Storage
DC Direct Current
DRI Direct Reduced Iron
EAF Electric Arc Furnace
FCEV Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle
GHG Greenhouse Gas
H2 Hydrogen
HVAC High Voltage Alternating Current
HVDC High Voltage Direct Current
ICE Internal Combustion Engine
IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
LME Low Mitigation Effort
NEM National Electricity Market
NSW New South Wales
NT Northern Territory
OCGT Open-cycle Gas Turbine
OSeMOSYS Open Source Energy Modeling System
PA Paris Agreement
P1.5 ◦C Probable 1.5 ◦C Scenario
PHES Pumped-hydro Energy Storage




SWIS South West Interconnected System
TAS Tasmania
TIMES The Integrated MARKAL EFOM-System
VIC Victoria
VRES Variable Renewable Energy Sources
WA Western Australia
Appendix A. Mathematical Formulation
This appendix gives a brief overview of sets, variables, and parameters used in the mathematical formulation
in Section 2. Please note that this does not include the complete list of parameters, variables, and the mathematical
formulation used by OSeMOSYS or AUSeMOSYS. For a more comprehensive review, we refer to the former studies
conducted in References [26,32–34].
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Appendix A.1. Sets, Variables and Parameters
Table A1. Definition of sets, parameters and variables.
Symbol OSeMOSYS-Style Name Type Description
f FUEL Set Fuels
l TIMESLICE Set Time slices (hours)
r, rr REGION Set Regions (states)
t TECHNOLOGY Set Technologies
y, yy YEAR Set Years
s STORAGE Set Storage technologies
doc DiscountedOperatingCost Variable Discounted operating costs of technology t
dic DiscountedCapitalInvestment Variable Discounted investment costs of technology t
dec DiscountedTechnologyEmissionsPenalty Variable Discounted emission costs of technology t
drc DiscountedAnnualProductionChangeCost Variable Discounted ramping costs
dsv DiscountedSalvageValue Variable Discounted salvage value of technology t
dntcc DiscountedNewTradeCapacityCosts Variable Costs for added power tradinginfrastructure, discounted
datc DiscountedAnnualTotalTradeCosts Variable Yearly costs for trading fuels betweenregions, discounted
tdsc TotalDiscountedStorageCost Variable
Sum of discounted fixed, variable, investment,
emission, and ramping costs minus the salvage
value for any storage
ttc TotalTradeCapacity Variable Total installed interconnector capacity betweenmodel regions
etc ExistingTradeCapacity Variable Existing interconnector capacity betweenmodel regions
ntc NewTradeCapacity Variable Newly installed interconnector capacity betweenmode regions
imp Import Variable Imported energy in region r from neighboringregion rr in year y
exp Export Variable Exported energy from region r to neighboringregion rr in year y
evca TotalEVRoadCapacityAnnual Variable Total number of EVs on the road in year y
trca TotalTRRoadCapacityAnnual Variable Total number of cars on the road in year y
ttac TotalTechologyAnnualActivity Variable Total annual activity of technology t
TLF TradeLossBetweenRegions Parameter Trade loss factor represented as a percentage oftotal traded energy
GRTC GrowthRateTradeCapacity Parameter Annual growth rate of interconnector capacitybetween two regions
MTTC MaxTotalTradeCapacity Parameter Maximum/upper limit for the totalinterconnector capacity between two regions
ACTRU ActivityRateLimitUp Parameter Maximum/upper limit for rampingup generation
ACTRL ActivityRateLimitLo Parameter Maximum/upper limit for rampingdown generation
MEVSH MaxEVRoadShare Parameter Maximum/upper limit for the share of EVs inroad transport
Appendix A.1.1. Mathematical Formulation with OSeMOSYS-Style Names
minimize z = Σr,y (Σt (DiscountedOperatingCostsr,t,y + DiscountedCapitalInvestmentr,t,y + DiscountedTechnologyEmissionPenaltyr,t,y +
DiscountedAnnualProductionChangeCostr,t,y − DiscountedSalvageValuer,t,y) +
Σf,rr DiscountedNewTradeCapacityCostsf,r,rr,y + Σf DiscountedAnnualTotalTradeCostsr,y + Σs TotalDiscountedStorageCostr,s,y)
(A1)
TotalTradeCapacityf,r,rr,y = ExistingTradeCapacityf,r,rr,y + Σy∈(y − yy) > 0 NewTradeCapacityf,r,rr,y (A2)
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Importf,l,r,rr,y ≤ TotalTradeCapacityf,r,rr,y (A3)
Exportf,l,r,rr,y ≤ TotalTradeCapacityf,r,rr,y (A4)
Importl,f,r,rr,y ≤ (1 − TradeLossBetweenRegionsf„r,rr,y) × Exportl,f„rr,y (A5)
TotalTradeCapacityf,r,rr,y ≤ (1 + GrowthRateTradeCapacityf,r,rr,y) × TotalTradeCapacityf,r,rr,y (A6)
TotalTradeCapacityf,r,rr,y ≤MaxTotalTradeCapacityf,r,rr,y (A7)
TotalTechologyAnnualActivityr,t,y ≤ (1 + ACTRUr,t,y) × TotalTechnologyAnnualActivityr,t,y − 1 (A8)
TotalTechnologyAnnualActivityr,t,y ≥ (1 − ACTRLr,t,y) × TotalTechnologyAnnualActivityr,t,y − 1 (A9)
TotalEVRoadCapacityAnnualr,y ≤ TotalMaxEVRoadSharer,y × TotalTRRoadCapacityAnnualr,y (A10)
Appendix B. Input Data
Appendix B.1. Techno-Economic Parameters of Technologies
Table A2. Investment costs of power plant technologies (all costs are in US $2018/kW). Data based on
References [18,33,36,39].
Technology 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050
Coal power
plant–subcritical 2115 2100 2082 2066 2049 2033 2016 2000
Coal power
plant–supercritical 2327 2309 2291 2272 2254 2236 2218 2200
Lignite power plant 3592 3564 3535 3502 3473 3446 3419 3396
Oil power plant 742 750 750 750 750 750 750 750
Gas power plant (OCGT) 637 634 629 624 619 614 609 604
Gas power plant (CCGT) 913 906 900 892 885 878 870 863
PV utility 1 2178 808 586 511 448 383 359 332
PV rooftop 1 2469 784 577 503 440 378 354 328
Wind onshore 1180 1113 1021 943 912 882 870 870
Wind offshore 3320 3189 2890 2669 2583 2497 2462 2462
Biomass power plant 3017 2876 2740 2601 2481 2360 2250 2140
Geothermal power plant 5738 5455 5180 4906 4659 4412 4187 3962
Hydro power plant 2415 2415 2415 2415 2415 2415 2415 2415
1 The high VRE scenario from the Australian-specific data source Reference [36] was used as an ambitious range of the
PV utility and PV rooftop costs specific to Australia.
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Table A3. Sensitivity case on higher investment costs assumptions for solar PV (all costs are in US $2018/kW).
Data based on Reference [36].
Technology 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050
PV–Utility 886 651 559 498 451 406 375
PV–Rooftop 823 611 525 466 423 381 352
The central scenario from the Australian-specific data source Reference [36] was used as an ambitious range of the PV
utility and PV rooftop costs specific to Australia.
Table A4. Operational lifetime of various power plant technologies. Data based on [18,36,37,39,46].
Technology Lifetime (Years)
Coal power plant–subcritical 50
Coal power plant–supercritical 50
Lignite power plant 50
Oil power plant 30
Gas power plant (OCGT) 35





Biomass power plant 30
Geothermal power plant 40
Hydro power plant 70
Table A5. Conversion efficiency of various power plant technologies. Data based on References [33,36–39].
Technology Efficiency (%) 1
Coal power plant–subcritical 37%
Coal power plant–supercritical 40%
Lignite power plant 32%
Oil power plant 31%
Gas power plant (OCGT) 31%
Gas power plant (CCGT) 51%
1 Note: As mature technologies no major efficiency improvement over time is assumed for conventional thermal
power plants.
Table A6. Investment costs of storage systems (all costs are in US$2018). Data based on [38–40,92].
Technology Parameter Unit 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050
PHES Capex $/kWhel 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
PHES–interface Capex $/kWel 713 713 713 713 713 713 713 713
PHES–Total system costs 1
Capex $/kWel 781 781 781 781 781 781 781 781
Opex fix $/kWel/a 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
Battery storage–Battery pack Capex $/kWhel 204 160 100 67 60 54 47 41
Battery storage–Balance of System (BOS) Capex $/kWel 668 523 323 219 197 176 154 133
Battery storage–Total system costs 2
Capex $/kWel 1484 1162 718 486 436 391 343 300
Opex fix $/kWel/a 37 29 18 12 11 10 9 7
Hydrogen storage–Salt caverns Capex $/kWhH2,LHV 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36
Opex fix $/kWhH2,LHV 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Hydrogen storage–Pipeline Capex $/kWhH2,LHV 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11
Opex fix $/kWhH2,LHV 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11
1 Total costs of PHES calculated by assuming 8 h storage. 2 Total costs of Battery storage calculated by assuming
4 h storage.
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Table A7. Higher costs assumptions for battery storage assumed in the LME scenario and sensitivity case
(all costs are in US $2018). Data based on References [38–40,92].
Technology Parameter Unit 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050
Battery storage–Battery pack Capex $/kWhel
204 177
133 111 104 97 91 84
Battery storage–Balance of System (BOS) Capex $/kWel
668 578
435 365 342 319 296 273
Battery storage–Total system costs Capex $/kWel 1484 1284 968 810 760 709 658 610
Opex fix $/kWel/a 37 32 24 20 19 18 16 15
Table A8. Technical parameters of storage systems. Data based on References [38–40,92].
Technology Round-Trip Efficiency (%) Energy to Power Ratio (h) Operational Lifetime (Years)
PHES 85% 50 50
Battery 90% 4 20
Hydrogen storage–Salt cavern 100% 84 30
Hydrogen storage–Pipeline 100% 471 30
Appendix B.2. Fuel Price
Table A9. Fuel price projections (all costs are in US $2018/GJ). Data based on Reference [44].
Scenario Fuel 2020 2030 2040 2050
LME
Black Coal 3.3 4.4 4.5 5.3
Brown Coal 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.9
Oil 12.3 21.5 24.2 35.1
Natural Gas 10.0 10.7 10.9 11.8
Biomass 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5
P1.5 ◦C
Black Coal 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.4
Brown Coal 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Oil 10.2 12.6 13.0 14.3
Natural Gas 9.0 9.6 10.3 13.2
Biomass 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5
Appendix B.3. Technical Potential of VRES
Table A10. Maximum installable capacity and generated electricity for roof-top PV in model regions
according to the available potential. Data based on Reference [52].









Australia South and East (NEM) 154 208
WA and NT 24 37
Total Australia 178 245
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Table A11. Maximum installable capacity and generated electricity for utility scale PV and wind onshore
according to the available potential. Data based on [12,44].
Technology Region Technical Potential(GW) Based on [44]
Technical Potential–Conservative




WA and NT 70,345




WA and NT 13,812
Total Australia 23,990 880 (GW); 3100 (TWh/year)
Table A12. VRE capacity factors. Data based on References [50,51].








Average Australia South and East (NEM) 19% 31%
WA and NT 19% 37%
Total Australia 19% 37%
Appendix B.4. Energy Efficiency and Costs Parameters of Different Vehicle Types
Table A13. Energy efficiency of various vehicle types represented in TWh/gpkm. Data based on References
[35,44,60,63–66].
Technology 2015 2050
Passenger Car–ICE–Gasoline 0.78 0.65
Passenger Car–ICE–Diesel 0.69 0.57
Passenger Car–ICE–Biofuel 0.75 0.63
Passenger Car–Electric 0.18 0.15
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Table A14. Internal combustion and electric vehicle cost assumptions (all costs are in 1000 US $2018). Data
based on Reference [35].
Technology Scenario 2015 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050
Passenger
Car–ICE–Gasoline All 27 27 27 27 27 27 27
Passenger
Car–ICE–Diesel All 33 33 33 33 33 33 33
Passenger Car–BEV P1.5 ◦C 53 30 27 27 27 27 27
Passenger Car–BEV LME 53 40 38 36 34 32 27
Passenger
Car–FCEV P1.5
◦C 53 39 34 31 30 29 27
Passenger
Car–FCEV LME 53 42 40 37 34 32 29
Bus–Diesel All 180 180 180 180 180 180 180
Bus–BEV P1.5 ◦C 290 238 214 192 192 191 180
Bus–BEV LME 290 263 248 234 220 205 180
Bus–FCEV P1.5 ◦C 242 199 192 190 180 180 180
Bus–FCEV LME 242 221 214 208 201 195 188
Truck–Diesel All 181 181 181 181 181 181 181
Truck–BEV P1.5 ◦C 522 322 282 247 181 181 181
Truck–BEV LME 522 410 376 342 308 274 181
Truck–FCEV P1.5 ◦C 335 252 181 181 181 181 181
Truck–FCEV LME 335 288 271 255 238 222 205
In the stringent mitigation scenario of P1.5 ◦C we assumed that cost reductions proposed for the “Neutral” scenario by
the source are brought forward by 5 years. In addition, for passenger cars, electric vehicle costs are assumed to reach cost
parity with internal combustion engines by around 2030 and remain at that level thereafter; fuel cell-hydrogen cars are
assumed to reach cost parity with ICEs later in 2050. For buses and heavy-duty passenger cars, electric vehicle costs are
assumed to reach upfront cost of vehicle parity with internal combustion engines by around 2050; fuel cell-hydrogen
buses are assumed to reach cost parity with ICEs earlier in 2040. For trucks, electric vehicle costs are assumed to reach
upfront cost of vehicle parity with internal combustion engines by 2040; fuel cell-hydrogen trucks are assumed to reach
cost parity with ICEs 10 years earlier by 2030. Less ambitious assumptions are taken for the LME scenario; no cost parity
is reached for fuel-cell vehicles, while BEVs reach cost parity with ICEs first in 2050 as the least ambitious end of our
scenario assumptions.
Appendix B.5. CO2 Costs
Table A15. CO2 costs assumptions in different scenarios represented in US $/tCO2. Data based on Reference
[44].
Scenario 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050
LME N/A
P1.5 ◦C 62 88 113 138 164 189
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Appendix B.6. Sector-Specific Demands
Table A16. Sector-specific demands represented for total Australia. Data based on Reference [7,18,57,59,72,
82–84,93].
Technology Scenario Unit 2015 2019 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050
Power 1 All TWhel 255 262 256 258 256 254 250 247
Passenger-Mobility 2,3
All gpkm 408 383 405 438 470 501 535 564
Sensitivity gpkm 408 383 387 391 395 399 403 407
Freight-Mobility 2,3
All gtkm 616 735 777 790 805 819 834 849
Sensitivity gtkm 616 735 764 765 765 766 767 768
Steel manufacturing 4 All Mt 4.93 5.78 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.4 6.5 6.7
Cement Production 5 All Mt 9.10 9.36 9.93 10.39 10.86 11.36 11.88 12.42
1 Total electricity consumption in Australia for the corresponding calendar year. Projections for model regions are made
by applying growth rate of operational demand excluding EV consumption from “Central Scenario” provided in [18] to
historical consumption as given by [57]. Note that EV uptake and corresponding additional electricity consumption is
treated endogenously in the AUSeMOSYS model and determined through the optimization. 2 Passenger and freight
transport activity projections were mainly done based on the continuation of recent trends. In the core scenario setup,
a growth rate of 1.1% p.a. over 2019–2050 was assumed for both passenger and freight transport. Our activity projections
are in line with the middle of the range of activity projections proposed by the Australian-specific studies [7,82]. In the
sensitivity case, we assumed that pkm and tkm will rise with a minor growth rate applied over the modeled horizon and
will predominantly remain at the same level as today due to saturation and sufficiency effects. 3 In the core scenario
setup, no major behavioral change was first assumed and modal split was mainly assumed to continue the recent trends.
Share in total person–kilometer passenger transport activity in 2050 constitutes 87% share from passenger cars, buses
(8%), and trains (5%) similar to today. Widespread modal shifts and changes in mobility behavior are modeled through
our sensitivity cases. In the sensitivity scenario, the share of public transport is assumed to increase to 34% by 2050.
This has been inspired based on the case of Czech Republic as the international best practice [83]. The share of passenger
cars in total Australia’s person–kilometer passenger transport activity thus reduces to 67% by 2050, while the share of
trains rises to 25% (buses: 8%). Similarly, in the core scenarios, no major modal shift is assumed in freight transport.
The share of trucks in total ton-kilometer freight transport activity slightly reduces from 33% in 2015 to 23% by 2050.
A sensitivity case is designed based on the European Commission target of shifting 30% of freight road to trains by 2030
and more than 50% by 2050 [84]. In this alternative scenario, the share of trucks in total ton–kilometer freight transport
activity reduces to 11% in 2050, while the share of trains rises to 89%. 4 Historic data are based on Reference [72] with
short-term forecasting according to the projections provided in Reference [93]. We assumed 1% annual growth rate over
2015–2050. 5 We assumed 1% annual growth rate over 2015–2050.
Appendix C. Methodology for Selection of Representative Timesteps
A spatially and temporally resolved modeling approach allows to properly mimic the fluctuating patterns and
geographical dependencies of VRES. A detailed, realistic analysis of the utilization of intermittent renewables can thus
only be accomplished at a sufficient level of temporal and geographical detail. However, the temporal resolution of
the model is on one hand limited according to the accessible computation power and due to the long calculation time,
also considering the long-term horizon of AUSeMOSYS until 2050. Therefore, instead of modeling the entire year with
hourly resolution, representative time steps are selected to reduce the model size.
The sub-annual resolution of the model can be defined by a reduced hourly time-series derived from an
optimization algorithm based on the Monte-Carlo optimization method we developed. The representative timesteps
are chosen in a way to capture not only the short-term variability of renewable supply and demand but also to properly
mimic the daily cycle and seasonal patterns over the entire year. The input to the algorithm is the full time series of
solar PV and wind capacity factors as well as normalized hourly load profiles for all model regions. The optimization
algorithm starts with a random selection of x days per season represented with n consecutive hours, applying to each
of the time series individually. The number of representative days per season as well as the number of hours within
each day can be flexibly set by the user at the start of the procedure. The optimization is then solved via exhaustive
search. For each sub-sample, the histogram is computed and compared with the histogram of the full series and the
error is minimized over several iterations. The solution of this optimization problem provides the reduced hourly time
series with average electricity load and full load hours of wind and solar close to the full time series. The seasonal
profile and daily cycle of the year as well as extreme values of load and renewable supply are also reflected in the
representative time steps.
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We run this optimization algorithm several times by varying the number of representative days per season
and the number of hours within each day and compared the reduced time series against each other. The aim of this
procedure is to derive the most reduced time series, which is feasible to solve with respect to memory and computation
time constraints, while it sufficiently captures the characteristics of the full time series. On this basis, a reduced hourly
time series was chosen with 282 time steps. Figure A1a compares the duration curves of normalized electricity load
between the representative time steps and the complete annual duration curves, which proves a good match for the
282 selected time steps. A comparison of wind and solar PV capacity factors between the selected time steps and
complete annual curves is visualized in Figure A1b,c, respectively, which indicates a near complete consistency of the
reduced time series and the full hourly time series.
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Appendix D. Model Validation
The model is based on a number of assumptions, which are typical for modeling purposes. For instance,
the maximum production from conventional power plants is restricted by the standard availability factor while
contract onsid rations are not taken nto account i dispatch decisions. Moreover, i is assumed that wholesale
markets are completely liberalized, and the total system costs are minimized through a central planner with perfect
foresight. While these deviations from real conditions are typical for modeling purposes, the question, whether the
model can properly mimic the behavior of an actual electricity generation system must be addressed. Question remains
concerning the consequent effect of the deviation from an actual condition on the estimation of CO2 em ssions. The aim
of this part is thus to examine if the applied methodology is capable of representing an actual mix of produced power
and further compare the estimated CO2 emissions with historic data. The AUSeMOSYS model was calibrated carefully
to recent past trends in energy generation based on Australian energy statistics. As visualized in Figure A2, the results
in terms of power pr duction technology mix matches well with historic power generation mix as obtained from [57].Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 31 of 38 
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Finally, historic emissions from References [58,67] were used for comparison and validating the model results in
terms of CO2 emissions from different modeled energy sectors. According to the data provided in Reference [58], CO2
emissions from the power sector were 180 million tons in 2019. Applying the calibrated model, total CO2 emissions of
year 2019 were estimated at 179 million tons, which shows only 0.3% deviation from the historic data. Model results in
terms of total CO2 emissions from Australia’s land-based passenger and freight transport are also in consistency with
historic emissions, which are estimated at 89 million tons in year 2019 in accordance with historic emissions provided
by Reference [58]; total CO2 emissions from steel and cement production were also estimated at 8 and 5 million tons,
respectively, which indicates a good match with historic emissions from Reference [67].
Appendix E. Scenario Narrative
This appendix provides an overview of scenarios considered in this paper and classifies them across selected
key dimensions.
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